
What are these

This set of around 70 cards are designed to help learning on afe water issues. We s

begin with the Fluoride issue here.

There are four sets of cards – Basics, Debates, Strategies and Solu�ons

Each card is colour tagged with the par�cular set it belongs to

There is basic content in each card to s�mulate thinking and discussion. 

Please note that these cards are not supposed to replace exis�ng modes of 

teaching and learning, but only to supplement them

Suggested mode of use

One needs a facilitator for using these cards who has certain degree of exper�se on 

the subject.

An ideal group size to learn from these cards is 5 to 10 persons.

One could first take up Basics and Solu�ons (numbering around 48). This in turn 

could be divided into 4-5 subsets depending upon interest. For example into Water, 

Health and Nutri�on issues and the like

For each such subset of around 10-15 cards, you may assign 30-45 minutes. 

Within this, you may distribute the cards in a circle, with each person (or say group 

of 2 persons) reading the card and passing it over to the person on the right. In 

turn, this group receives a card from their le�.
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A�er around 15-20 minutes of such self-reading, a discussion may be ini�ated by 

the Facilitator for around 15-20 minutes on what has been learnt and also taking 

leads from some of these ques�ons given in these cards.

Make sure that par�cipants take notes, and flag things that they feel important, 

issues they do not understand, or topics on which they would like to learn more.

The same may be repeated for each sub-set of Basics/Solu�ons.

Once the Basics/Solu�ons set is completed in 2-3 hours, one may proceed to 

Strategies and take up each Strategy (numbering around 12 turn by turn, in a 

similar way as before (ie, passing over in a circle) and follow up with a discussion.

A�er this, the Facilitator can take up Debates cards, by choosing which of the Issues 

are of interest to the par�cular group. One may choose a maximum of 2-3 Debates 

from the given 11-12 cards, and have a discussion on each for say, 30 minutes 

dura�on. One can also discuss issues in groups as 'for' and 'against'.

A�er the end of this whole experience, taking up to a day, one may get the group 

together and have a general open discussion on what has been learnt.  

Varia�ons and Future Possibili�es

The order of usage is le� up to the facilitator, who at a mature level, could create 

combina�ons from different sets and have his/her own schedule of learning.

For example, one may choose 15 cards from Basics, 3 from Solu�ons, 2 Debate 

topics, and 5 Strategies, and have an en�re learning programme based on these.

One could also have clip-on these cards to Boards and get par�cipants have a look 

at them together and write comments nearby.

In the future, we plan to have

• More afe water topicss

• More languages such as Hindi, Assamese Telugu and others
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Fluoride in Groundwater
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Fluoride in Groundwater

Ques�ons

Does level of groundwater have anything to do with the extent of Fluoride that is found in it?

Does the flow of water have any effect on the amount of Fluoride that is leached out of rocks?

Things to know

High fluoride is found mainly in 

Groundwater

Surface water contains less to no fluoride

Main source of fluoride is from Grani�c or 

Crystalline forma�on rocks, but other rocks 

also contain fluoride

Rainwater dilutes fluoride, so shallow 

groundwater with rainwater recharge can 

have less fluoride levels
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Fluoride Standards

Ques�ons

How are the standards for Fluoride and ater safety decided ?w

Is there any standard of fluoride for food ?

Things to nowk

Fluoride concentra�on in ater of 1 mg/l or 1 ppm is w

the Safety limit

1.5 ppm is considered the Permissible limit

It is based on how much is safe for humans per day 

per kg of body weight

Around 5mg to 10 mg of fluoride intake through 

water and Food daily can cause Skeletal Fluorosis in 

the long run

Standards for fluoride in food separately do not exist                                                        

Fluoride 
Desirable 
limit

Fluoride 
Permissable
limit

1 mg/l 1.5 mg/l
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Fluoride in India

Ques�ons

Has there been a comprehensive survey in India carried out that  gives a count of the number of 

people affected?

Are rural areas in India more affected than urban areas ? 

Things to know

High Fluoride in groundwater was first  found in 

1930s in Prakasam district now in Andhra Pradesh

Now, high Fluoride is found in 200+ districts with 

more than 20 million people affected with Fluorosis

Nalgonda in Telangana is one of the highly affected 

places of India

Because of malnutri�on, and certain weakness in 

kidney and liver func�on, Fluorosis affects more 

people in India compared to some other countries

Fluoride map of India
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Fluoride across the World

Ques�ons

Is naturally present Fluoride a problem in developed countries?

Does Poverty have a major role to play in this disease ?

Why do they fluoridate water in other countries ?

Things to know

Fluoride in high concentra�ons is found across 

the world in groundwater

However, only those countries which depend on 

groundwater for domes�c purpose, without 

much treatment, have Fluorosis

India, China, and some African countries such as 

Ethiopia, Kenya and others have Fluorosis in large 

popula�ons

Some developed countries s�ll prac�ce 

fluorida�on of water, but it is now becoming a 

dwindling prac�ce

Fluoride map 
of Africa

Fluoride map 
of Asia
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Fluoride History

Ques�ons

Is it possible that Fluorosis was there in olden �mes, but was not detected?

Was fluorosis detected in India first?

Things to know

1905-10: Observa�on of Fluoride being good for 

preven�ng Dental caries, later fluoride added to 

drinking water in 1945

1930s: Observa�on of Genu Valgum and ca�le 

skeletal fluorosis in India

1930s-40s: Industrial fluorosis in Europe

1940s - 1960s: Parts of Andhra Pradesh and 

Rajasthan start repor�ng Fluorosis cases

First a�empt of Fluorosis map of India, 1937
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Fluoride tes�ng in field

Water tes�ng in field

6BASICS
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Ques�ons

What background and light condi�ons are needed while observing the colour that comes up 

through tes�ng?

Can turbidity play a role in giving wrong results in colour test?

Things to know

Colour change reagents are used to test Fluoride in 

field

• Zirconyl Alizarin changes colour from Pink to 

Yellow when it reacts with fluoride

• Xylenol Orange changes colour from pink to 

orange when it reacts with fluoride

These tests give results immediately and they can 

be used to indicate if water has low or high 

Fluoride

Generally field tests should be confirmed by 

laboratory tes�ng
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Fluoride tes�ng in lab

Ques�ons

What is the maximum �me allowed  for sample to be tested?

How much �me does a lab Fluoride test take?   

Things to know

Fluoride tes�ng in laboratory gives accurate results 

in the range of 0.5 mg/l to 20 mg/l. 

Please make sure you collect 100 ml of sample in 

plas�c bo�le rinsed twice in the same water to be 

tested

Two methods are follows:

• Ion Selec�ve Electrode

• SPADNS Photospectrometry 

Ion Selec�ve Electrode
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Fluoride tes�ng in mobile

Ques�ons

How much possibility there is of outside interference of light while  taking a digital photo of the 

sample ?

Are results a 100 per cent accurate using this technology?

Things to know

Fluoride tes�ng on Mobiles is a recent innova�on 

called Caddisfly

It works by calibra�on of Colour reagent using a 

Digital photograph

It requires a a�achment to the phone that is 

produced by Akvo Founda�on

Field tests have shown high accuracy �ll 2 mg/l

Mobile tes�ng helps in instant results and sharing 

on maps, hence it is picking up very fast

Akvo Caddisfly kit
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Fluorosis

Ques�ons

Can Fluoride that has entered  the body be removed from the body?

Above what levels gives you a risk of ge�ng skeletal Fluorosis?

Things to know

Fluorosis is  caused by consuming high amounts of 

Fluoride consistently over months and years

It affects teeth, bones, and other parts of the body

Dental and Skeletal fluorosis are two main forms of 

Fluorosis 

Malnutri�on of Calcium increases Fluorosis and 

Fluoride in turn reduces Iron absorp�on in the 

body

Non skeletal fluorosis causes many other problems 

in the body including Thyroidal, Developmental 

and other disturbances

Skeletal fluorosis affected boy
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Dental Fluorosis

Ques�ons

Is it a rule that anybody who has Skeletal fluorosis should also have Dental fluorosis?

What is the Dean’s index of Dental Fluorosis detec�on?

Things to nowk

Dental fluorosis happens during teeth development 

stage among children if high Fluoride in water is 

consumed or used for brushing

It affects the permanent teeth before Enamel 

forma�on, so people beyond age of 13-14 do not 

generally get Dental Fluorosis

Apart from opaque white teeth, horizontal stains 

away from gums, with yellowish, reddish to brown 

colour are quite marked

Dental fluorosis is a good indicator of how afe water s

projects impact on people

Dental fluorosis affected girl
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Skeletal Fluorosis
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Ques�ons

A�er how long can fluoride affect bones of the body?

Why is Fluorosis only reversible  at an early stage?

Things to know

Skeletal fluorosis is caused by high Fluoride 

consump�on through water and food

Bones and Joints of the body are affected causing 

pain and deformi�es 

Bowed legs, both inside out and otherwise, Genu 

Velgum and Genu Verum and some deformi�es like 

sword type that are bent towards front are 

associated with Skeletal fluorosis

High forms of this disease leads to Neurological 

problems

Mostly, Skeletal fluorosis is irreversible, unless it is 

detected at a very early  stage

Bent shoulders with Skeletal fluorosis
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Mild

Medium

Severe
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Dental Fluorosis Survey

Ques�ons

Is it possible to detect Dental fluorosis from a digital photo?

Are there government surveys which can include this too?

Things to know

Dental fluorosis survey of School children is a rapid 

assessment tool for Fluorosis in any place

It is advisable to consider children of the age 7 to 12 

years

India’s ICMR has published a Dental fluorosis index 

which classifies the levels into no, mild, medium and 

severe

A summary of such levels of Dental fluorosis across 

any area gives an idea of the endemicity of Fluorosis

This is also an indicator of the Fluoride water quality 

consumed by children over past 5 years

Three stages of dental fluorosis
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Skeletal Fluorosis Survey

Ques�ons

Are there safety limits for urine and blood samples for fluoride?

How can we determine surely it is Skeletal fluorosis?

Things to know

Skeletal fluorosis detec�on clinically requires X-ray 

analysis (fore-arm and affected limbs) along with 

urine and blood serum assessment

However, simple exercises can be used for detec�ng 

joint pains of three types which can give an indicator 

of Skeletal fluorosis

Apart from this, gastric discomfort, weakness, bone 

deformi�es, stun�ng and other symptoms can 

together give an indica�on

A�er such documenta�on, it is advised to consult 

trained doctors for confirma�on

Healthy Possible
Fluorosis
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Fluoride and Nutri�on

Ques�ons

What does good nutri�on do to the Fluoride that gets into your body?

Why is the specific combina�on of Magnesium, Vitamin-C  and Calcium useful to fight Fluorosis?

Things to know

Nutri�on and Fluoride issues are very closely linked

Fluoride in high amount causes both Calcium and 

Iron deficiency in pa�ents

Along with Calcium, higher consump�on of 

Magnesium, Vitamin C and some an�oxidants help in 

resis�ng Fluorosis

Growing children, pregnant women and aged should 

be cau�ous of Fluorosis because of the Calcium 

linkage

Being linked to malnutri�on, Fluorosis affects poorer 

people more
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Fluoride in Children

Ques�ons

What leads to their being more chances of Fluorosis  reversal in children?

Is the safety limit of 1.5 ppm applicable to children too?

Things to know

Stun�ng, Rickets, Developmental problems and 

Deformity are problems affec�ng children 

when they consume high Fluoride

Since Fluoride causes Calcium deficiency, it 

increases the impact of exis�ng 

Malnourishment problems

It is suspected that Fluorosis causes general 

weakness and problems of learning disabili�es 

in children

Dental Fluorosis of permanent teeth in children 

beyond age of 7 is an indicator of fluoride 

consump�on

Early detec�on of Fluorosis in children can help 

in addressing problems and some reversal
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Fluoride in Women

Ques�ons

Why are pregnant and lacta�ng women more prone to get Fluorosis?

Can mother transmit fluoride to the child in womb? 

Can mother’s milk contain fluoride?

Things to know

Iron and  Calcium deficiency in Women are 

important problems linked to Fluorosis

Pregnant and lacta�ng women stand a high 

chance of ge�ng affected with Skeletal 

fluorosis

Middle to senior aged women get affected 

with Joint pains and Arthri�c type condi�ons 

due to Fluorosis

Since Women and child problems are closely 

linked, there is chance of next genera�on 

ge�ng affected with Fluorosis 

Skeletal fluorosis affected mother and child
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Fluoride in Aged

Bowed legs of Aged pa�ent
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Ques�ons

Does Fluorosis get more severe with age?

What impact does kidney health in old age have on Fluorosis?

Things to know

Fluorosis causes early ageing in affected people

Joint pains and s�ffening  and swelling of joints 

are the main problems affec�ng aged people

Bone deformity and losing capacity to work is 

common among adults and aged people

Increased bone fractures, Osteoporosis and 

related problems, along with Neurological 

problems are other symptoms related to 

Fluorosis in aged
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Fluoride and Painkillers
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Things to know

High Painkiller consump�on is common among 

Fluorosis pa�ents because of extreme joint 

pains

Ini�ally people consumed Brufen type 

painkillers, now it is common for people to 

consume Aceclofenac and related painkillers

O�en, people take 1 or 2 tablets of painkillers a 

day, for months and years

Side affects of painkillers are many, especially 

causing liver and kidney problems

Ques�ons

Do painkillers help alleviate the Fluorosis problem in any way?

Could painkillers of alterna�ve or herbal medicine be instead prescribed?
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Fluoride and Social Cost

Ques�ons

What does one assess the social cost of Fluorosis?

What are unmeasurable social s�gmas of Fluorosis?

Things to know

Fluorosis causes many social and s�gma related 

issues among people

Dental fluorosis stains, being permanent, is a 

source of taboo and s�gma on people, with 

problems of marriage and others

Skeletal fluorosis related joint pains and deformity 

causes reduc�on in work capacity and loss of 

wage, es�mated at several thousands Rupees per 

person annually

Affec�ng women and children, it causes problems 

of future disability in society

Sword like feet of Skeletal fluorosis affected boy
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Fluoride and Detox

Moringa leaves

Tamarind
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Ques�ons

Which organ of the body helps in flushing out fluoride?

Can you iden�fy any local food from your area that could help in flushing out fluoride from the 

body?

Things to know

An important challenge has been how to detoxify 

the body from fluoride already accumulated

Natural process of ejec�on of fluoride through 

urine and stool is observed for every person

Ques�on is how to increase this

Vitamin C, Magnesium, Calcium, and contents in 

Tamarind have all been found to  be increasing 

fluoride ejec�on from body

Also  increasing  pH of urine is one way to eject 

out fluoride. Banana stem is one way of doing this

Also general liver and blood detoxifica�on through 

alterna�ve medicine could help to an extent
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Fluoride and Nutri�on Op�ons

Ques�ons

How does increasing your intake of the right kind of food help in figh�ng  Fluorosis?

What role do certain kind of foods have in taking out Fluoride in the body? 

Things to know

Ideally one should opt for a food and dietary change 

based approach to  enhancing Nutri�on for tackling 

fluoride

An annual nutri�on chart calendar is one way to 

address food and nutri�on goals

Local food op�ons are best suggested, however some 

general food items across India can be recommended

Milk, Sesame (Til), Jaggery (Gur), Soya, dark Green 

leafy vegetables, Amla, Tamarind, tender Moringa leaf 

and pods,  are all food items to be promoted

Local greens such as Cassia Tora have also been found 

to be highly useful

Cassia Tora

Til Chikki
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Fluoride and Aquifers

Ques�ons

How does dilu�on or recharge of groundwater help in reducing the level  of Fluoride in 

Groundwater?

Does the Flow of water have anything to do with the amount of Fluoride that finally accumulates 

in groundwater?

Things to know

A general trend across India is that shallow 

unconfined aquifers with annual rainwater recharge 

have lesser fluoride as compared to deeper confined 

aquifers

There are however excep�ons to this rule, but they 

are few, so one should always confirm locally a�er 

water tes�ng

Aquifers having more of Grani�c rocks, and those with 

contact to such forma�ons have greater chance of 

Fluoride concentra�ons.

Increasing the flow of fresh rainwater through 

aquifers, is the best way of rejuvena�on and safer 

water quality
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Fluoride and Anemia

Ques�ons

Can Anemia condi�on improve with just afe fluoride free water?s

How do we determine the impact of fluoride on Anemia?

Things to know

Fluoride is one cause of increasing Iron deficiency 

Anemia

It hardens or erodes Mucosa membrane in GI tract 

causing lower absorp�on of Iron

Studies show a reduc�on of 0.5 to 1.0 percentage in 

Hemoglobin levels due to fluoride

Switching to safe water for pregnant women has 

shown improvement in Hemoglobin and in pregnancy 

outcomes

Nails of Anemic person
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Fluoride removal

Ques�ons

Can a regular filter at my house remove Fluoride from water?

Why  haven’t the different high end techniques that have been tried out for Fluoride removal not 

really worked? 

Things to know

Fluoride removal from water started with Nalgonda 

technology, then Ac�vated Alumina, and now Reverse 

Osmosis is the most used technology

Electro-coagula�on, using Bricks, Bone char, Resins, 

nanomaterials, Solar Dis�lla�on, are other ways of 

removing fluoride from water

These treatment plants are installed at a domes�c 

level, at a source level such as handpumps, and at a 

larger community level as medium to large sized 

plants

A problem with most of these plants has been O&M 

issues and one problem has been that of the reject 

wastewater 

Nalgonda technology plant
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Fluoride removal with AA

Ques�ons

What harm does AA do to the body if consumed?

Is maintenance of AA filters possible by villagers?

Things to know

One widely promoted technique for Fluoride removal is 

using Ac�vated Alumina (AA), which does not requires 

any electricity

It is basically Aluminum Hydrooxide coated on small 

circular balls of micro size

Generally, one kg of AA can remove up to 2000-5000 

mg of fluoride by adsorp�on on the surface of these 

�ny balls

Once AA  material gets exhausted completely, it needs 

to be regenerated by a process of using Caus�c soda 

and HCl taking around 15-20 hours and a lot of water 

use

Maintenance issues and the problem of Aluminum 

being toxic are the main issues with AA based fluoride 

removal

AA filters from UNICEF
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Fluoride removal with RO

RO ATM of Sarvajal
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Ques�ons

Does the RO technique take out other important minerals that might be necessary for you from 

your water?

Things to know

Reverse Osmosis (RO) is now the most widely  

used technology for fluoride removal in India

RO works by reversing the Osmosis process by 

pushing water molecules across the 

membrane by ar�ficial pressure

It creates one safe water compartment, and 

the other reject water, whose volume 

depends on the total salts removed

High power consump�on, high volume of 

reject water are two main problems of RO 

technology

However ease of deployment, and 

improvement of water taste are main factors 

driving RO across India
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Fluoride removal with Brick and others

Ques�ons

How fast is brick technology in removing fluoride?

Which electricity free technologies are available to remove fluoride?

Things to know

Some experiments with material such as 

Bricks have been tried to remove fluoride. 

These are successful at a small scale

Solar based dis�lla�on has been tried in many 

places, but cost of installa�on and area 

required have been constraints

Bone char removes fluoride very well, but 

social acceptance is a problem in India

One technology which has shown promise is 

Electro-coagula�on, however electrode 

maintenance is one O&M problem

Resins and Nanomaterials are being 

developed now and some of these show high 

promise

Solar s�ll dis�lla�on
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Fluoride and Percep�ons

Belief based prac�ces
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Ques�ons

What kind of posi�ve and nega�ve messages do you need to make people understand the 

seriousness of the Fluoride issue?

Is the messenger who enforces these messages to the community also important?

Things to know

Local percep�ons around Fluorosis are 

widespread since one cannot see, smell or 

taste fluoride in water

Dental fluorosis folklores are quite common 

and some of these link to chewing of leaves or 

stems by children

Skeletal fluorosis is o�en linked to some 

gene�c disorders or a kind of curse among the 

affected people

Doctors o�en misdiagnose Skeletal fluorosis 

because of lack of exposure and since they 

don’t expect such cases o�en

Musculo skeleletal disorders (MSD) or 

Arthri�s  are common percep�ons of doctors 

about Skeletal fluorosis
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Fluoride and Roo�op RWH

Ques�ons

What are the different types of roof types that you can have for rain  water harves�ng?

Is there any treatment needed for rainwater?

Things to know

An increasing response to unsafe water with high 

Fluoride is of using Rainwater

Roo�op rainwater harves�ng (RWH) has been 

widely promoted in some states of India such as 

Gujarat and Karnataka. 

Some NGOs such as BAIF in Karnataka have widely 

deployed such Roo�op RWH in fluoride affected 

areas

Many innova�ons such as integra�ng storage tanks 

into kitchens or with house pa�o, and to have 

small  handpump for li�ing water have been tried

High cost of individual RWH tanks, and neglect of 

use especially in schools have been reasons for 

slower uptake

Rainwater harves�ng model
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Fluoride and Recharge

Rainwater recharge to aquifers
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Ques�ons

Do sources need to be regularly recharged or diluted with fresh water?

Can Fluoride content in an affected source  change  even a�er recharge?

Things to know

Rainwater recharge to aquifers affected with high 

Fluoride is one way for dilu�ng high fluoride

The level of fluoride dilu�on depends on the 

par�cular aquifer and its fluoride release 

mechanisms

Shallow aquifer recharge through surface water 

storage such as ponds or checkdams offer one 

sustainable way of safe water

Deeper borewell recharge through injec�on wells 

or with surrounding recharge pit around borewells 

is one way of crea�ng a bubble of freshwater

Unregulated groundwater access is one constraint 

of wider success of Recharge for fluoride dilu�on
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Fluoride and Dug Wells

Dug Well
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Ques�ons

How have certain Dugs well started showing up with High Fluoride in them now?

Does the depth of a dug well  have anything to do with the amount  of Fluoride in it?

Things to know

Dug wells  accessing shallow aquifers have been 

seen widely as having lesser fluoride than deeper 

hundpumps or borewells. However this should 

always be confirmed locally

Two problems – lack of water itself in dug wells, 

and secondly, percep�on of high contamina�on 

through poor sanita�on and fer�lizers/pes�cides 

are causes for dug wells being lesser used for 

drinking water

Sanitary dug wells which are be�er protected from 

unsafe sanita�on prac�ces are one way for 

assuring fluoride free safe water

Enhancing recharge to dug wells and protec�ng 

the aquifer around are ways towards solu�ons
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Fluorosis Reversal

Ques�ons

Why  is there a chance of deformity through Fluorosis to be reformed  only in children and not in 

adults? 

Is it possible that a�er a certain amount of  Fluoride entering the body, reversal becomes difficult?

Things to know

Since Fluorosis happens in a wide range of 

symptoms, one can expect reversal of some of these, 

and not for others, by shi�ing to safer water and 

be�er nutri�on

Gastric discomfort and Anemia caused by Fluorosis 

can be reversed in a period of fortnight to few 

months

Joint pains associated with fluorosis reduces, 

selec�vely, with months to years of water and food 

change

Deformity in children is seen corrected to a good 

extent by early detec�on and shi�ing to safe water 

and nutri�on of Calcium, Magnesium and Vitamin C

Recovery from Nagaon, Assam (2016)

Recovery from Nagaon, Assam (2014)
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Fluorosis symptoms Timeline 

Ques�ons

Are there any early indicator checks for Skeletal fluorosis?

Which symptoms of Fluorosis can be reversed and which cannot?

Things to know

Time of onset of symptoms for Fluorosis is very much 

person-specific depending on individual metabolism, 

and factors such as Kidney health

In general, one can get Gastric discomfort within a 

week, Anemic problems within months, and Joint 

pains within a year of consuming high fluoride of 

around 5 mg/day. The same can get faster with 

greater fluoride consump�on

Bone deformi�es generally happen a�er 10-20 years. 

However, many cases of deformi�es happening in 

less than 5 years are also seen because of very high 

fluoride and other factors such as nutri�on and poor 

Kidney health
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Fluoride and Calcium

Ques�ons

Does increased calcium make up for the Calcium on bones that is lost  through Fluoride?

What are the foods that are high in calcium that people can have?

Things to know

Fluoride a�acks Calcium in the body, especially 

bone and teeth

Each mg of fluoride entering the body 

increasing Calcium deficiency. A thumb rule is 

that of 40mg calcium/mg of fluoride, but this 

is not well tested widely

Early age rickets, Osteoporosis in children and 

adults, and Calcium deficiency related 

Osteomalacia and related problems are 

common with fluorosis pa�ents

Increased Calcium intake helps in resis�ng 

Fluorosis. 

Milk is one of the best sources of calcium 
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Fluoride in Food

Ques�ons

What happens when there is naturally present Fluoride already in certain foods?

Is there any way to remove fluoride from food?

Things to know

If groundwater irriga�on is done by using high 

Fluoride water, then there are chances of Food 

also having high fluoride

It is difficult to remove fluoride from food, and 

no such process is known as yet, for selec�vely 

removing fluoride from food

Apart from fluoride concentra�on, what ma�ers 

is which part of plant ie root, stem, leaves, 

vegetables or fruits absorb more fluoride. This 

biomagnifica�on changes from plant to plant.

Fluoride in food is measured as mg per kg of that 

food item. One has to see how much such food is 

daily absorbed and check if it significant ie close 

to 5 mg/day or so. 

Irrigated crops can contain fluoride

Rice

Wheat
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Root Causes – Irriga�on, Borewells, Power issues

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

Is any ac�on on afe water fluoride issue fu�le without addressing basic power subsidy for farm s

power?

Could localized ac�on sustain in front of these larger issues ?

Background

Groundwater exploita�on and extrac�on of water from deeper aquifers is one 

reason for high fluoride in water

Farmers are able to access water from deep borewells  since there is high power 

subsidy to farm wells for accessing groundwater

Irriga�on with these borewells takes up much more water than for drinking and 

domes�c purposes. 
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Root Causes – Malnourishment, 
Mother and Child, Milk Commercializa�on

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

Should a lot of Fluorosis ac�on focus on mother and child health ?

How do we address basic Calcium and other malnourishment that are influenced by larger 

policies such as Milk commercializa�on and others ?

Background

Calcium malnutri�on is one cause of high Fluorosis, especially in children

Since Mother's health is closely linked to early child health, mother's 

malnourishment is also a major cause

Since any excess produced milk is seen as to be sold out, milk commercializa�on 

has increased Calcium export from villages to towns
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Root Causes –  Water Jus�ce

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

Is Fluoride just a consequence of larger ater Jus�ce issues ?w

How should we address basic inequity in ater distribu�on and thereby make progress on afe w s

water fluoride issue?

Background

If ci�es can get drinking water delivered with pipes to homes, then why can't 

villages too ?

Many upland areas with high Fluoride are catchment areas for downstream water 

users

At smaller scale, richer farmers with borewells suck out all the water, leaving 

nothing for shallow fluoride free dug wells 
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Root Causes – Environmental Degrada�on

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

Is there possibility of ensuring fluoride free afe water, just by restoring natural environmental s

processes

Is all current ac�on on afe water fluoride issue ignoring basic root cause of environmental s

degrada�on?

Background

Degrada�on of common lands, loss of forest and natural soil leads to poorer water 

reten�on and groundwater recharge

Lesser groundwater recharge leads to more minerals and high fluoride issues

Unless  basic rejuvena�on of root environmental issues are addressed, afe water s

fluoride issues would remain
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Root Causes – Fer�lizers, Pes�cides

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

Is there a good larger picture of how fer�lizers and pes�cides are causing high fluoride in water?

How do we address this issue of high fluoride due to agrochemicals usage?

Background

Some fer�lizers contain fluoride which accumulates in soil and groundwater over 

years

Also, certain fer�lizers and pes�cides are suspected to increase leaching of fluoride 

from rocks

Some food items such as Tea are suspected to contain high Fluoride probably 

because of these aspects
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The RO Debate

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

How ethical is it to waste concentrated water into already common water scarce areas?

Is the concern of RO water for harming health real ?

Background

Reverse Osmosis (RO) is now the most widely  used technology in India for removal 

of fluoride

However, it wastes a large volume of water which is o�en rejected out to drains. RO 

also need high power capacity and use

Also there is suspicion of RO water being harmful to health
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Paying for Water

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

Growing ater business raises ethical concerns, how best can they be regulated?w

What about people who cant pay for water, do they also not have a right to safe water?

If water projects need local water fee payment, where would that money come from?

Background

Drinking water being a basic human right, how correct is it for expec�ng people to 

pay for water

Is problem such as high fluoride in water created by people, so that we penalize 

them for it

How  would local water projects sustain without water fee payment by people?
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Big vs Small

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

Are large water projects resul�ng in neglect of small local solu�ons?

Is the current trend of surface water to all villages, really possible ?

What should be a response to the Big/Small debate ?

Background

One growing response to afe water fluoride issues is that of transpor�ng Surface s

water from large dams through pipelines to villages

Currently, there is growing demand for villagers too of such projects

Past experience with such projects do not show much promising sustainability of 

programmes, except some small and privileged pockets
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Individual vs Community

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

How sustainable are solu�ons to an individual level on afe water fluoride issue?s

What is the right balance between community ac�on and individual relief on this issue?

Background

Fluoride as a problem is a community created one, whereas Fluorosis as a disease is 

a very personal one

How does one address individual issues on a community problem ?

Should relief to an individual be dependant on ac�on by the community, especially 

on an health problem ?
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Short term vs Sustainability

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

In the quest of giving quick relief to people, for ge�ng their par�cipa�on, and addressing root 

causes, where is the balance?

Could we have a range of op�ons that gives short term relief to people as well as addresses 

sustainability concerns?

Background

The response on afe water fluoride issue is o�en that of a quick, immediate one, s

however it fails to address long term root causes

Domes�c purifiers, treatment plants, or nutri�on supplements address the surficial 

aspects of the problem only

Long term sustainability requires ac�on on root problem, which however will not 

give immediate relief to people
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Market solu�ons, where is the Balance

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

Water social enterprises are promo�ng innova�ons on this issue, but how far are they reaching ?

Is there a cap or balance to be had on market based solu�ons on these issues ?

Background

Technologies and new innova�ons are constantly coming out for afe water fluoride s

issue

But are these reaching to people?

No doubt that innova�on is needed, but if market based solu�ons are promoted, 

then how would it be accessible to people, especially the poorest ?
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Water Data, and People’s Rights

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

Is it just sufficient to make ater data open through websites? How should such afe water data w s

be made more accessible to people?

Is there need for an interface between ater data and people, so that it is made more meaningful w

and useful?

Background

Much of the problem of something such as  quality and fluoride is that water

informa�on on  data does not reach to peoplewater

Water gets collected from villages for tes�ng, but the informa�on on tes�ng rarely 

reaches back to people

Water data access is ge�ng more open now, but technology becomes a constraint 

for people. What more should be done ?
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Rehabilita�on – whose responsibility?

Ques�ons for Debate and Discussion

The condi�on of millions already affected by Fluorosis needs Rehabilita�on efforts. Who 

organizes and pays for this?

How do we make Administra�on responsible towards this Rehabilita�on and what programmes 

are needed?

Background

Fluorosis affected people live a life of misery, unable to understand what has 

happened and how to recover

Severely crippled people, as well as those with milder symptoms such as joint 

pains, need Rehabilita�on support

Currently since afe water is in the domain of ater supply departments, they do s w

not take responsibility of such Rehab. Then whose Responsibility is it ?
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Communica�on Strategizing

Need

Concerned stakeholders o�en have no idea about afe water fluoride issues

Solu�ons are being advanced without ge�ng everybody into confidence

Lack of communica�on strategy is leading to failure of such projects

Ques�ons

Understand percep�on of stakeholders

See how they all perceive the risk and benefits of a change

Iden�fy the core communica�on problem and need

Develop strategy and tools to address the problem

Tools

Local people based folk forms for community, School and Women based programmes, Modern 

technology tools, Formal capacity building for govt and NGOs, and Educa�on curriculum
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Convergence

Need

Mul�ple sectors such as Drinking water, Health, Nutri�on, Water conserva�on, Agriculture are 

required here

Ques�ons

What is the need for convergence locally based on the problem there?

What local ins�tu�ons exist such as SHGs, Panchayat or at district level such a coordina�on 

commi�ees which can be used for Convergence mechanisms?

Tools

District Fluoride Mi�ga�on Commi�ee – DFMC , in Nalgonda (Telangana) and Balasore (Odisha) 

are two examples of such convergence mechanisms

Apart from the above, they also include Educa�on, Forestry, Social work and related 

departments

Convergence requires much investment in bringing stakeholders together and defining a 

common agenda, hence must be developed in phases gradually                                      
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Collec�ve Ac�on

Need

Safe water fluoride issue is a consequence of Aquifer degrada�on which requires collec�ve effort in 

mi�ga�on

Ques�ons

What are the root collec�ve causes for the problem locally?

What collec�ve ac�on will help in addressing the problem eg Water use regula�on, protec�on of afe s

water sources?

Who are the local enablers of collec�ve ac�on, and which are the main constraints?

Tools

Exis�ng local ins�tu�ons are the best way to begin collec�ve ac�on around ater and health issuesw

School is one of the best places to begin for this issue, since Dental fluorosis being an early sign and 

children being strong messengers 
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Schools and Children as Change Agents

Need

Dental Fluorosis is an early biomarker of Fluorosis. It causes self esteem issues in children and in 

severe forms a health problem in itself

Experience shows that children are the best messengers of Fluorosis and they are able to educate 

their parents well on the problem

Ques�ons

How much is Dental Fluorosis spread in the area?

Which teachers locally are able to take up the issue well and involve children?

Tools

Dental fluorosis survey and School based educa�on is one the first things to begin work

Mid-day meal could be an entry point to begin some change on ater and nutri�onw

School WASH programmes are a possibility to introduce these issues and then gradually involve 

parents as well
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Women oriented Ac�on

Need

Safe drinking water and Nutri�ous food are both domains of Women

Involving Women is key to making improvements in Fluorosis mi�ga�on

Ques�ons

How well do women appreciate and understand the problem?

Are there poten�al women members of community who can be developed as local 

changemakers?

Tools

Anganwadi, Women and child programmes, ASHA workers, ANM, Women’s SHG groups are all 

means of entry into bringing women into ac�on on afe water and fluoride issuess

Recipe promo�on in cooking of nutri�ous food, cooking compe��ons, and nutri�on educa�on are 

ways of ge�ng women to appreciate role of Nutri�on and afe water, and cultural issuess
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Village Ins�tu�ons (SHG, Panchayat, ..)

Need

With increasing empowerment of village ins�tu�ons, it is going to be important to try and 

integrate afe water fluoride issues as much as possible into theses

Ques�ons

What range of problems related to this issue need to be addressed by village ins�tu�ons

Which village ins�tu�ons such as Panchayat, SHGs, Water commi�ee, Anganwadi, Schools and 

others are ac�ve

What are the roles of each of these and what capacity needs to be developed

Tools

Advocacy to village ins�tu�ons could be done in a par�cipatory manner by involving these in 

tes�ng for water, communica�ng such tes�ng to people and their impacts, and together looking 

for solu�ons

Exis�ng programmes can be tapped for working on mi�ga�on plans and any addi�onal need for 

finance could be sourced by the Panchayat as part of annual budge�ng and plans
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For�fica�on

Need

Nutri�on enhancement is an important need for addressing Fluorosis. One of the ways to enhance 

nutri�on is to for�fy or enhance nutri�on content of exis�ng food items being consumed by people

Ques�ons

Iden�fy which local food such as A�a or flour, Oil, or other can be for�fied

Iden�fy which local nutri�ous food could be preserved and added to for�fy, eg Soya with Wheat or 

Corn A�a, Moringa leaves to Dal, or dried Amla to Dal

Tools

For�fica�on is done by local food at best, otherwise it is dependant on external synthe�c 

supplements which is not advisable in the long run

Local ins�tu�ons such as Midday meal, Anganwadi meals and Women related food programmes and 

PDS programmes are routes to for�fy food
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Educa�on and Curriculum

Need

Introducing Fluorosis and afe water issue into Educa�on curriculum is a long term measure for s

change 

Ques�ons

See opportuni�es in local school classes that could be route to introducing these issues

Iden�fy subjects for different ages and seasonal topics that could be of interest and ac�onable eg. 

tes�ng for water

Tools

Games, Puzzles, and ac�vity oriented Educa�on is a good way of introducing afe water and fluoride s

issue into School curriculum

In states such as Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, Fluoride has been introduced into the State syllabus. 

This could be one way for ge�ng this into larger understanding if there is an opportunity to do so
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Mass Movements

Need

At a certain scale, mass movement and awareness of people is needed for bringing some significant 

ac�on on Fluoride and safe water issues

Ques�ons

See the main cri�cal issues which need to be conveyed at a large scale

Which are the messages to be delivered in such scale and what are ways to test them

Tools

Exis�ng medium of communica�on and modern tools such as social media and now poten�al 

routes to large scale communica�on

In Nalgonda several lakh people wrote on postcards to the Supreme Court of India

Also, it could be a good strategy to team up with exis�ng mass communica�on mediums such as 

Govt programmes, television, Radio and others for ge�ng the message across
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Water tes�ng by community

Need

Field based water tes�ng by community is a first step towards recogni�on of afe water fluoride s

problem and its links to health

Ques�ons

What kind of water sources are needed to be tested in the village?

How frequent do water sources need to be tested?

What sort of community members – students, health workers, Panchayat members, and others need 

to be trained for this?

Tools

Community based tes�ng of water sources can be done by field tes�ng kits.

Recent advances such as mobile based Caddisfly tes�ng are also useful, but one needs higher 

capacity to use

Apart from tes�ng, display of results at public loca�ons and discussion at Panchayat and public 

health mee�ngs can help in further response by community
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Amla

Experiences

Amla as a source of Vitamin C is applicable  

mostly across India

When used as medica�on for Fluorosis, 

delivery concerns have mo�vated a Tablet 

form which is not difficult to produce

One tablet a day contain around 7 mg 

Vitamin C per 750 mg weight of tablet

Basic facts

100 g of Amla pulp has about 700 mg of Vitamin C

Available from Winter to early summer, but can be 

preserved as used all through year

Powder and tablets are ways to use Amla as a Vitamin C 

supplement

Cos�ng

Generally at current costs, 1 kg of raw 

Amla costs close to Rs 20-25 when 

purchased in bulk

Amla in dried salted form costs around Rs 

150 per kg

Amla tablet costs Rs 300 per kg at 

produc�on price and around Rs 0.5 per 

tablet
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Domes�c Purifier

Basic facts

Currently, for fluoride removal in rural areas, two 

technologies can be tried – Ac�vated Alumina (AA) and 

Reverse Osmosis (RO)

One needs around 3 kgs of AA for high fluoride areas

Generally it is advisable to use Ac�vated Carbon to prevent 

leaching of AA

Experiences

RO based systems are mostly inaccessible 

to much of rural people because of high 

cost and required power 

AA based filter are not available in the 

market, but they have been assembled by 

different groups

AA requires constant tes�ng and 

maintenance, otherwise they fall into 

disuse

Cos�ng

AA based filter costs around Rs 1000 at 

produc�on price

RO based domes�c filters costs a 

minimum of Rs 5000-6000

Maintenance cost of AA based filters is on 

regenera�on of material for which once in 

six months Rs 50 or around needs to be 

spent

RO Membrane for domes�c scale costs 

around Rs 1500 per replacement which 

might happen in 1 to 2 years �me                         
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Moringa

Basic facts

Moringa tender leaves and pods are a very good source 

of Calcium, Magnesium, Vitamin C, Iron and other 

micronutrients essen�al for resistance from Fluorosis

They are found abundantly in most part of India and can 

be consumed with different cooking modes

Experiences

Tradi�onal recipes exist across India for 

Moringa pods and leaves. Pods are much 

more in use

Sambar (with Tamarind), curries with 

leaves, and Dal are some forms of 

consump�on

Leaves can also be dried and powdered to 

be used as for�fica�on of other food

Cos�ng

General market price of Moringa pods is 

around Rs 40 per kg, whereas the dried 

leaves if available much more expensive, 

even at Rs 100-500 per kg

However, o�en Moringa leaves are not 

commercially used, so could be available 

free of cost from local trees. It is be�er to 

use the green fresh tender leaves instead 

of more mature ones                    
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Rain Water Harves�ng

Basic facts

Roo�op rainwater harves�ng is possible with good 

impact in places with proper roof and with single or 

double storeyed houses

Mostly it involves basic filtra�on of rainwater and 

storage in an underground tank which is later used 

for drinking and cooking purposes

Experiences

Roo�op rainwater harves�ng has picked 

up in some states such as Karnataka and 

Gujarat

It has also been promoted in Schools, but 

the rate of usage is very low

Handling and simple treatment has been 

innovated by organiza�ons such as BAIF

Cos�ng

Generally a 20-30,000 litre tank is 

constructed for water storage for a family. 

The total costs comes to around Rs 1-2  

/litre

However, if integrated at the �me of 

construc�on, costs can be quite low                   
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Dug Wells

Basic facts

Dug wells are increasingly promoted as Fluoride 

free water source in affected areas

However, one must first check Dug well water for 

fluoride and other contaminants

Also, one must ensure cleanliness of the well and 

sanita�on close by

Experiences

Several programmes now promote such 

Dug wells and Sanitary wells 

One problem has been that Dug wells go 

dry for a few months in a year

Also, to convince people to access such 

Dug wells  if they are far away, is 

some�mes a challenge

Cos�ng

Dug wells can cost anything between Rs 

20,000 to Rs 1 lakh depending on the type 

of soil, rocks and depth of well

It will be good to have a cover so that 

external waste does not enter. This can 

cost Rs 5,000-10,000

Also simple water access from wells, such 

as a handpump can make it easier to 

access water and avoid further 

contamina�on                    
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Cassia Tora

Basic facts

Cassia Tora known as Chakora, Puvadia, Kuvadia, 

Tagarai, Pendalwa, Chinna Kasinda, and other names 

is an excellent source of Calcium, Magnesium, 

Vitamin C required for Fluorosis resistance

It is available wildly across India during Monsoon 

and consumed as a Bhaaji (leafy vegetable)

Experiences

Cassia Tora has been preserved with as 

powder containing as much as 4500 mg 

Calcium per 100 g of dried powder

It is recommended to be used at around

5 g/day

Use of this powder in salted Masala form 

or mixing with Gur, dried Ginger powder in 

sweet form, and with Lemon and water 

are different ways

Cos�ng
Since there is no cul�va�on, Cassia Tora is 

available free of cost �ll now during 

monsoon

The cost is that of collec�on and 

preserva�on, generally 1 kg  of dried leaf 

from 10 kgs of green leaf

Simple heat based preserva�on can be done 

below a shaded area

Cold drying is an expensive process, 

however, it helps in preserving 

micronutrients and can cost as much as Rs 

800 per kg of dried leaf powder besides 

collec�on cost.                  
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Nutri�on Supplements

Basic facts

Nutri�on supplements (Pharmaceu�cal) are 

necessary to heal highly affected Fluorosis pa�ents

They can be used for a short dura�on of a few 

months, or in some cases for more than a year

In some cases, such supplements could be a good 

alterna�ve to harmful painkillers

Experiences

Nutri�on supplements have been used by 

Doctors to help fluorosis pa�ents recover

They have been found to be highly effec�ve 

when used in combina�on with safe fluoride 

free water

One must ensure a gradual tapering down of 

dosage

Cos�ng

One combina�on of supplements recommend 

for Skeletal fluorosis pa�ents is that of 

Calcium (1000 mg), Magnesium (250 mg), 

Vitamin D3 (500 IU) and Zinc (4 mg)

One such tablet costs Rs 0.6 when purchased 

in bulk quan�ty and at subsidized rates

Appropriate dosage should be used for adults, 

children, pregnant women, depending on 

degree of afflic�on, age and other factors

This can be combined with Vitamin C in the 

form of Amla tablet             
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Til Chikki

Basic facts

Sesame (Til) and Jaggery (Gur) are a very good combina�on 

for having good resistance to Fluorosis

Til Chikki and Til Laddu are commonly used across India, 

especially during January fes�vals such as Makar Sankran�

It is generally perceived by people that Til chikki is be�er to 

consume in winter

Experiences

It has been highly encouraging to use Til 

Chikki as a nutri�on supplement for 

Fluorosis resistance

Acceptance has been very high  because of 

taste and also high Calorific value

Scien�fically, there is li�le to prevent its 

usage in Summer and Monsoon, but 

storage is a problem during these seasons

Cos�ng

A kg of Til Chikki would cost around Rs 150 

A single piece of 50 gms would cost 

around Rs 1-2. This could be promoted as 

a nutri�on supplement 2-3 �mes a week 

especially during winter season
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Tamarind

Basic facts

Tamarind has been observed to cause increase in Fluoride 

ejec�on from body through Urine

Much research on this has shown that regular use of 

Tamarind through food items such as Sambar and Rasam 

can helps detoxify fluoride present in the body

Experiences

Promo�on of Tamarind consump�on in 

areas that do not tradi�onally consume it , 

is difficult

There is also a percep�on of some 

Tamarind varie�es which could cause joint 

pain

Culturally, the places which have higher 

Tamarind consump�on, it is easier to 

promote this

Cos�ng

Tamarind costs between Rs 50-100 per kg

Around 50 gms per day can used for a 

family

Extract of Tamarind is one possibility being 

worked upon as a natural supplement in 

Fluoride affected areas                 
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Green Vegetables

Basic facts

Green leafy vegetables containing high Calcium are 

important for Fluorosis affected people

Apart from more common Paalak (Spinach), other items 

such as Amaranth and local green leaves could be promoted 

for consump�on

Experiences

Promo�ng consump�on of Green 

vegetables has been with mixed response

Unless there is promo�on through 

Nutri�on gardens, mere promo�on of 

these food items fails to happen

Cos�ng

Range of costs of such Green leafy 

vegetables are around Rs 40-100 

depending of type and season

Generally, daily consump�on of around 

100 gms minimum is recommended per 

person

Cul�va�on around the house is possible 

for most places, with basic constraint of 

water availability that can be addressed 

through water drip kits                 
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Nutri�on Garden

Basic facts

Nutri�on gardens or kitchen gardens are one 

sustainable manner of addressing basic nutri�on 

concerns

Fluorosis specific Nutri�on gardens can provide for 

sources of Calcium, Magnesium, Vitamin C, Iron and 

other nutrients. 

Trellis based nutri�on gardens can have a variety of 

two level plants.

Experiences

Several experiences of such Nutri�on 

gardens have now been tried

Especially Fluorosis specific gardens have a 

combina�on of Green vegetables 

(Amaranth), Creepers such as Lauki, and 

some preferred by people such as Tomato 

and Chilly

Cos�ng

Trellis based Nutri�on gardens have basic 

cos�ng of pillars, wire for erec�on of the 

Trellis

Apart from this, cost of Seeds, and any 

compost or Vermiculture may be good

Irriga�on may be assured through drip 

based irriga�on
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Surface Water

Basic facts

Surface water and Rainwater generally does not 

have high fluoride unless in some cases where the 

soil itself is contaminated

Local surface water sources or those nearby could 

be arranged to have water supply schemes for safe 

water

Experiences

Many large schemes based on large 

reservoir projects are now in place for 

Fluoride free water

However, sustainability of sources and 

transporta�on of water and key issues

Be�er solu�ons for surface water are 

nearby sources of tanks, small reservoirs 

and lakes from where local arrangement is 

made

Cos�ng

Water sources of nearby tanks, ponds, or 

check dams are some ways to assure 

Surface water

Treatment of surface water needs to be 

done to remove suspended ma�er and 

biological contaminants

Transporta�on of this water and related 

power costs also                  
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Protec�on of Safe Water zones

Basic facts

Groundwater aquifer zones free of fluoride can 

be protected and used

Especially parts of the aquifer that are shallower 

can be protected by a surface water or rainwater 

based source

Ponds and check dams are ideal for this purpose

Experiences

Protec�on of aquifer zones free of fluoride 

is a lesser developed field

There are few experiences, but there is lot 

of room for new innova�ons and future 

development

Cos�ng

Apart from wells, this requires 

construc�on or maintenance of ponds or 

check dams

Be�er sanita�on and hygiene also needs 

to be maintained around these sources to 

keep them free of pathogens                   
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